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MULTI-DISCIPLINARITY, 
ACCRETION, DETAIL
IN ALMOST ALL THE ARTICLES of this issue, a sense pervades of the need for a 
new approach to building and city design – and therefore to architectural education. 
It arises in the light of two complementary understandings. The � rst is that, with the 
growing complexity of existence, the forces affecting design are far more extensive 
than they used to be – or our knowledge of those forces is much deeper. The all-
round competency that Vitruvius so long ago recognised that architects need is now 
broader than can be managed through customary processes and ways of thinking. 
Technically, we have had to work with various engineers for a long time, but now, 
to be on top of everything that must be considered to make even a small building 
technically sustainable, is more than an architect can manage alone.

In terms of the content and aims of design, until fairly recently architects had only 
their patrons to please – no one else came into the picture. Now a host of different 
‘stakeholders’, even ordinary citizens who might occupy a building only for a month, 
have a say. Quite rightly. And it is right too, with all we know now psychologically 
about people’s feelings of well-being or alienation, that that knowledge informs 
spatial design. Even the siting of buildings has become much more complicated 
because if we do it as we did only 25 years ago, we might endanger plant species, 
interrupt the movement paths of precious animals and mess up nature’s free 
puri� cation of storm water. 

The second understanding is that we don’t have to deal only with new 
knowledge, but also with the more difficult process of re-learning simple human 
things which were lost or diminished in the evolution of Western thought since 
the Enlightenment. These were chie� y the non-rational parts of existence, difficult 
to define but essential to the good life, such as identity, community, homeliness, 
ritual, touch and mystery. Re-learning requires us to find a way out of the mindset 
that breaks complex problems into easily handled separate parts, eliminating those 
deemed to be unimportant. We have to be much more inclusive of complexity 
to avoid the arid meaninglessness that Modernism evoked and the superficial 
narcissism of recent work. For urbanists, this means finding again how to design 
really habitable cities, and for architects, how to produce fine, ordinary buildings 
that contribute to them.

What cornerstones of a new approach are implied? Multi-disciplinarity – spending 
much more time around the beginning, working with other disciplines to get the 
basics right: the connection with the site, rural or urban, the building programme, the 
handling of microclimate, the sourcing of materials. An accretive rather than concept-
driven design method. We should be experimenting and looking at alternatives in 
order to uncover unifying patterns rather than seeking big overarching form ideas, 
which, by de� nition, reduce complexity. Finally, more design energy and more of 
the building’s budget should go in the detail – in the richness of sensual experience, 
in cultural and historical reference, in tectonic vitality, and less in conceptualising 
a novel phenomenon. This does not mean there is no space for free, formal, indulgent 
fantasies that project our understanding into the blue, but that should happen in 
temporary structures, not permanent buildings.
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13UIA CONGRESS, DURBAN
The 25th International Union of Architects World Congress, UIA 2014, will be 
held at the International Convention Centre in Durban in August 2014. This 
is the first time that the congress will be held in Southern Africa, with 6 000 
delegates from around the world expected to attend. 

relevant themes and fine speakers for the 2014 uia congress in durban

ARCHITECTURE OTHERWHERE – 
RESILIENCE, ECOLOGY, VALUES
The Theme, Architecture Otherwhere, 
will be explored in three sub-themes:
Resilience
This will be discussed through several focus 
areas, namely emergence, poverty alleviation, 
spatial and geo-political economies. Resilience 
is defined as life strategies developed by com-
munities, as well as critical interventions that 
contribute to poverty alleviation. Concepts of 
resilience also emphasise the important role of 
government and state investment towards re-
configuring the spatial economy to the benefit 
of all. While some of these subjects will delve 
into South African problems and solutions, 
their significance finds voice within all forms 
of architecture and development practices 
globally.

Ecology
This encompasses a number of focus 
areas, including time, evolution, systems, 
processes and environmental concerns. 
This sub-theme acknowledges the role of 
the architect in a bigger, interlinked and 
systemic network – thus encouraging a long-
term design perspective. The consideration 
of the fourth dimension of time as part and 
parcel of the design and decision-making 
process is perceived to be crucial to the 
future practice of architecture.

Values
Values is the third sub-theme. here, 
focus areas include notions of practice 
and education in the built environment 
professions. UIA 2014 will explore African 
practices related to global trends as a way 
to address highly specific developmental 
problems. It will also question traditional 
in relation to novel values, establish new 
relationships to a living planet, examine 
humility and, most importantly, establish 
a sense of respect through diversity. In 

addition, UIA 2014 intends to organise 
collaborative interactive education platforms 
for communities and professionals. These 
platforms are meant to reassess professional 
values, develop methods and techniques for 
professional engagement and interrogate 
the ethics associated with architectural and 
design practice. 

MAIN SPEAKERS
Seven well-known speakers for the event 
have been announced. They are:

Francis Kéré from Burkino Faso, who 
studied architecture in Berlin. he found-
ed Kéré Architecture there, as well as  
a non-profit association, Schulbausteinefür-
Gando (meaning ‘building blocks for Gan-
do schools’). his work mainly involves the 
development of local materials and tech-
niques, the adaptation of new technology 
in simple ways and the potential of local 
communities.

Joe Osae-Addo trained at the Architectur-
al Association in London and is the CeO of 
Constructs R+D, an ‘innov-native’ research 
and development company. he is also 
the chairman of ArchiAfrika Foundation,  
a non-profit organisation engaged in the pro-
motion of African design and architecture.

Sindile Ngonyama, current South Afri-
can Institute of Architects’ president, is the 
principal director of Ngonyama Okpanum 
& Associates. The firm has projects in ba-
sic education, higher education, primary 
healthcare, large-scale hospitals, rural com-
munity service, large-scale transportation 
and sport.

Rahul Mehrotra works in mumbai and 
teaches at the Graduate School of Design at 
harvard University, where he is chair of the 
Department of Urban Planning and Design, 
as well as a member of the steering commit-
tee of harvard’s South Asia Initiative.

Cameron Sinclair is the co-founder and 
‘chief eternal optimist’ (CeO) for Archi-

tecture for humanity and co-author of 
the bestselling bookDesign Like You Give 
A Damn. he is a recipient of the TeD 
prize, a Young Global Leader of the World 
economic Forum, a senior fellow of the 
Design Futures Council (2011) and an  
advisor at USAID. 

Susannah Drake is the principal of 
DLANDSTUDIO in the USA, a multi-
disciplinary design firm that reinvents and 
retrofits urban infrastructure to make 
it more ecologically productive. In 2013, 
Drake was honoured with the emerging 
Voices Award by the New York Architectural 
League, Urban Design Fellowship from 
the Design Trust for Public Space and the 
Brunner & Young Architect Award from the 
American Institute of Architects (AIA).

Gerardo Salinas studied at the Univer-
sidad Nacional Autónoma de méxico and is 
currently a partner of Rojkind Arquitectos,  
a member of the US Green Building 
Council (USGBC), and a member of the 
mexican College of Architects. In 2008, 
Salinas was named Young Architect of the 
Year by the AIA Denver Chapter.

A UNIQUE EVENT
UIA 2014 will be unique. The hosting of the 
congress in South Africa is meaningful, com-
ing at a time in the country’s development 
when the realisation that our spatial reali-
ties need to be interrogated closely in light 
of values that are key in the post-apartheid 
era. The congress will also have significant 
relevance globally. At a time when ‘business 
as usual’ is being questioned, UIA 2014 in-
tends to shed light on issues believed to add 
value to the debate on cities, services, hous-
ing and human settlements

UIA 2014 Durban takes place from  
3-7 August 2014. Registration for the 
congress is opened, and more information 
can be found on www.uia2014durban.org.
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PAULO JORGE GUERREIRO 
ESTEVES (1974–2013)
We note with sadness the untimely passing of Paulo Jorge Guerreiro Esteves, an 
architect who was equally gifted as a musician as he was designing buildings.                                

By Nick de klerk, assisted by Nabeel essa, HaNNaH le roux, 
luigi salemi, ryaN cox aNd aNa maria esteves

Paulo EstEvEs, who died unexpect-
edly of an asthma-related condition at 
the age of 39 at his home in July, was an 
architect who maintained a deep intellec-
tual engagement with his practice. Prolific, 
he produced a vast number of residential 
projects and nature reserve lodges across 
south africa in the brief 15 years that he 
was active. He studied at the university of 
Witwatersrand, graduating in 1999. Follow-
ing graduation, he worked at Mashabane 
Rose associates on the apartheid Museum 
and at Paragon architects, before setting 
up his own practice, Parallax Design lab-
oratory, in 2002. throughout this period 
he was also a gifted pianist and baritone, 
which proved influential in his career as an 
architect.

His Barch thesis, entitled Urban 
Pathways: Thresholds of the Contemporary 

City, took the highway (in this case the M1 
in Johannesburg) as a lens through which 
to examine and understand the city in 
which he lived and studied. Drawing on 
polyphonic modes in early Renaissance 
music, the thesis posited that the multiple, 
competing and collaborative systems that 
took the form of the highway are visible 
as a texture of structured subservient 
or dominant voices and narratives. this 
polyphonic structure would, at intervals, 
break down or cohere into consolidated 
forms or statements. these intervals, 
given that the underlying structures are 
inherently unstable and unpredictable, 
become visible in repeated, iterative 
viewing. this was also, critically, a way 
of negotiating Johannesburg’s politically 
scarred landscape – then, as now, in  
a simultaneous state of flux.

In practice this took the form of a highly 
developed appreciation of the spatial 
potential of the syncopation of solid forms 
and voids within his buildings. this was 
something that he would continue to 
develop throughout the course of his career. 
It is visible in the early projects pursued 
while still at university, and in his last,  
a private residential project in Rynfield in 
Benoni (not far from where he was raised 
and went to school). His first client, while 
in second year at Wits, commissioned  
a residential alteration in Paulshof. this 
client was also one of his last, for what 
would ultimately be one of three large 
houses in the Pezula Estate in Knysna. 
this demonstrates how much his clients 
valued him, and the emphasis he placed on 
developing and maintaining professional 
relationships in his career. 

1
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House Pezula is firmly rooted in its 
landscape and responsive to it (both spatially 
and materially). Like all of his projects, it is 
a finely tooled building: Paulo gave as much 
attention to cabinetry and furniture as he 
did to other aspects of his buildings. The 
structured sequence of spaces and carefully 
framed views of expansive landscapes and 
intimate courtyards is one of the fundamental 
characteristics of the building.

The residential work in which he 
specialised shows an architect of great 
confidence and fluency of making. The bold 
architectonic language expresses his fearless 
determination in experimenting and finding 
new ways to experience space, landscape 
and lifestyle. House Pezula is broken into 

fractured complex forms allowing dramatic 
views, shards of light and a sense of rhythm 
and movement. His work reflects a deep 
awareness of the precariousness of existence 
and the enormous gift to be able to create 
while alive, to savour the special things in life – 
to be in places that leave one breathless, such 
as the outdoor pool area which is thrust like 
a promontory into the landscape, suspended 
between earth, sea and sky.

His last project, a private house in Benoni 
(still under construction) extends this study  
of iterative sequences to sectional and 
material relationships, and signalled a new 
phase of work that also embraced complex 
layering and powerfully sculptural massing.

For a young architect, his substantial 

oeuvre shows a very intense and specific 
architectural identity. Paulo combined 
an ability to make clients believe with  
a cheeky sense of humour and a tough 
and driven attitude. He achieved so much 
playing between the languages of musical 
brilliance and architectural fluency.

Paulo Esteves leaves behind two siblings, 
Ana Maria and Carlos and their families, as 
well as a great many friends and colleagues. 
His absence will be keenly felt.

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 House Morningside entrance
2 House Rynfield, view from garden
3 Stairwell detail
4 Entrance detail
5 Aerial view of House Pezula looking over 

bedroom passages
6 Front door at House Pezula
7 Indoor swimming pool at House Pezula
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LearNiNG FrOM Peter BuchaNaN
Peter Buchanan, deputy editor of the Architectural Review  in the 1980s and 
subsequently a freelance architectural critic, writer and exhibition curator, was 
the international keynote speaker. This article is based on ideas expressed in his 
conference presentation - with reference to the chief writings in which he has 
explored those ideas: the “Big Rethink” series of essays in the Architectural Review 
2011-2013.                       

By Julian Cooke

TheRe will Be many sceptics about 
Peter Buchanan’s position, set out in depth 
in his series of essays in the Architectural 
Review entitled The Big Rethink,1 and 
outlined briefly, with a focus on education, 
in his lecture at the KZn institute for 
architecture new Paradigm conference 
held in Durban recently. Founded firmly 
on ideas contained in Integral Theory 
and in Spiral Dynamics2, which together 
describe a theory of knowledge and 
knowledge development, it would not 
appeal to those suspicious of big ideas and 
grand plans of history. i must confess to a 
feeling of caution myself.

however, like Buchanan, i am deeply 

concerned about the current state of 
architecture and by the unquestioning 
acceptance of any architectural strategy 
imaginable – as if anything is okay, as long 
as it titillates a little and carries some or 
other narrative, however irrelevant that 
may be to life lived on earth. So my spirits 
rise when i hear his almost outrageous 
criticism of ‘starchitects’, such as hadid or 
Gehry (Fig 1), and of their contribution to 
the ‘city of objects’.

my ears prick up when he talks of 
the way architects have lost ground and 
respect in society because of their lack 
of stable values. These concerns may 
be less pertinent in South africa where 

we are buffered by our comparative lack 
of resources, but it is true to say that, 
collectively, architects have very little say 
in society. and it is very rare, (because of 
the lack of agreed values?) that we try to 
say something collectively. Our image is 
most clearly defined by what is projected 
in Top Billing: the effete aesthete serving 
wealthy patrons who have bought into 
designer culture.

Compared with other professions, 
medical, legal or engineering, we are 
impotent – and yet with our knowledge and 
ability to make or extend or change spatial 
environments, we ought to occupy a core 
position in making our country’s future. 

1 2

NeW ParaDiGMs cONFereNce
in October, the KZn institute of architects organised a day-and-a-half long conference in Durban themed: “new Paradigms: archi-
tecture as Purposeful Behaviour.” The aim was to explore ideas of architectural theory, practice and education within a new paradigm, 
and to remind the profession “ …of our responsibility to become resilient in our approach to the challenges of urbanisation in creating 
opportunity,” to interrogate the current situation and to generate change. The following five articles are drawn from contributions made 
in the conference. 
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Especially if we want it to develop in a 
sustainable way, which surely all will agree, 
is urgent. It is so urgent, says Buchanan, 
that we cannot afford to wallow any longer 
in current pluralism, nor simply add on 
sustainability to current practice, through 
solar heating or grey-water systems.

We are both at the edge of environmental 
disaster, he believes, and also at the cusp 
of epochal change, as great as that from 
nomadic to urban existence. So if we are 
to avert disaster and contribute positively 
to the shift, we have to rapidly formulate a 
clear vision of where we want to go – which 
means changing our thought and practice 
radically.

Inspiring as it may be, you do not need 
to have Buchanan’s vision of momentous 
change to see the urgency and opportunity 
to establish stable, agreed principles, 
founded in a broad conception of 
sustainability. One of these undoubtedly 
would be to seek solutions to individual 
buildings which will aggregate into 
successful contiguous cities.

SEEKING A MORE INTEGRATED 
EDUCATION SYSTEM 
Many architectural schools, in Buchanan’s 
experience, are trapped in the same con-
fusion as the profession at large. In fact, 
‘they are caught in a time warp’ and lag far 
behind architectural practitioners in their 
grasp of the real issues of the day. They are 
increasingly staffed by people with high 
academic qualifications, but little practical 
experience, who offer courses around their 
own narrow interests. Additionally, the 

practice as a form of academic output is 
making it more and more difficult to do 
both. Thus, in time we could easily reach 
the situation Buchanan describes.

There is little evidence that our schools 
are caught in a relativistic swamp, where 
anything goes as long as it is individualis-
tic and novel. If one looks at theses from 
around the country, similar sets of values 
appear to underlie their choice, execu-
tion and evaluation. Indeed, agreement 
among examiners is far more common 
than disagreement. On the other hand, 
the signs are there.

In the early years at least, I have 
seen a lot of conceptual thinking and 
form-making which has no relation what-
soever to the actual design issues. This 
is not surprising, given that architectural 
magazines, the traditional source of ideas 
for students, are choking with examples 
of similar wrong-headedness – and given 
the value accorded to novelty which is 
overwhelmingly propagated in global com-
mercial culture.

I have the impression, too, that the chief 
pedagogic intention in history and theory 
courses has changed substantially. It used 
to be an exposure to the whole panoply of 
ideas, approaches, systems and devices of 
architectural history (in the context of ruling 
paradigms and economic situations) to 
provide a basic vocabulary of design. Now it 
seems to be more an introduction to critical 
method. Necessary as this is to alert students 

1  ‘Starchitect’ Gehry in Bilbao
2 Parametric architecture – Calatrava in Valencia
3 ‘City of objects‘ – Part of Hong Kong

widespread ethos of relativism, a powerful 
legacy of Postmodernism, precludes any 
idea of an agreed curriculum and, when it 
penetrates the design studio, spawns spuri-
ous design explorations and concepts.

They are not subjected to critical scru-
tiny, with the result that works with sub-
stance are not distinguished from those 
without, such as the narcissistic array of par-
ametric buildings (Fig 2). The same relativ-
ism that resists big-picture thinking makes 
it impossible to prioritise and blocks en-
gagement with pressing issues – especially  
sustainability.  

Sustainability is merely added in as  
a new course and has no impact on the 
core of curricula. And usually it is handled 
rather narrowly, with only the technical 
aspects being taken into consideration. 
Because it is not being taken seriously 
enough, schools are simply not keeping up 
with practice and students are not being 
prepared to manage the sophisticated new 
software that is enabling a whole array of 
novel modes of analysis.

In trying to connect this thinking with 
South African architectural schools, there 
are parts which seem to apply and parts 
which do not. Our schools are not overrun 
by a plethora of specialist PhDs offering 
esoteric courses, partly because they 
do not have the funding to afford such 
people – staff members have to be part of 
time-consuming studios as well as giving 
lecture courses. However, there is growing 
pressure on staff to perform academically 
(higher degrees and peer-reviewed papers) 
and the continued covert resistance to 
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to the architect’s participation in power 
relations, I suspect, from experiencing 
students with a smattering of critical theory 
but serious architectural illiteracy, that it is 
over-emphasised. 

When it comes to the big question of 
sustainability, I do not think Buchanan 
would be using quite the same deprecating 
expressions as he does for the schools 
he knows. Most schools here take 
environmental issues seriously and have 
employed specialists to handle them. 
The questions of sustainable design are 
now tackled with similar resoluteness 
to the traditional concern of structural 
stability – integral with design and backed 
by convincing analysis. Also, while the 
approach is generally largely focused on 
technology, most local schools pay a lot 
of attention to urban place-making as  
a core idea of sustainability. The problem of 
the alienating ‘city of objects’ (Fig 3) is well 
understood and commonly addressed at all 
levels by tackling issues of urban density, 

integration, space formation and agency.    
This said, the challenge from Peter 

Buchanan, in the light of our historical 
moment, is to go much further, to 
revolutionise the schools as completely 
as, say, the Bauhaus revolutionised design 
education. The starting point for this is a 
multi-disciplinary foundation course. The 
fragmented, rationalist thinking emerging 
out of the Enlightenment, which made 
possible immense progress in certain 
spheres, also evoked a division of areas of 
thinking and expertise. This developed into 
the situation where now even the disciplines 
of architecture, urban design and landscape 
architecture operate in silos (Fig 4). It’s 
impossible to even consider sustainability 
with such an arrangement. They have to 
work in a team.

Architectural education must focus on es-
tablishing a common ethos and gaining the 
mutual understanding requisite for future 
collaboration. This means students must 
undergo the same foundation. It would 

consist of a wide range of studies of hu-
manity, nature, technology and culture, 
of human ecology and settlement, of the 
relationship of climate and culture, and 
of the flow of resources from extraction to 
waste. These ‘objective’ courses would be 
backed up by introductions to ‘subjective’ 
realms: of psychology and culture, phe-
nomenology, the mechanics of perception 
and the needs for ritual and order3.

The call echoes those that have been 
made over the past 40 years in South 
Africa for ‘greater schools’ or ‘schools of 
the built environment’, which have had 
similar objectives, if seldom so fully mo-
tivated by the demand for sustainability. 
But as far as I know, only one school has 
a joint undergraduate foundation pro-
gramme and in some universities there 
are a number of departments offering 
courses in city planning quite separate-
ly from each other. Is now not surely the 
time, especially with a number of new 
schools in the process of clarifying their 
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identity, to engage seriously with the 
idea of interdisciplinary work and turn 
out a new generation of architects (and 
other specialists) with focused purpose 
and the competence to realise it?

Dealing with complexity
A number of problems identified by Bu-
chanan were related to over-simplified 
thinking. For example, he used two sets of 
architectural images to compare modernist 
purity or postmodern minimalism with ar-
chitecture of a previous time – Le Corbus-
ier’s Villa Savoye with his early Villa Fallet 
(Fig 5 and 6), and minimalistic works such 
as those by Ferrater and Chipperfield with 
a row of Georgian houses (Fig 7 and 8). In 
both comparisons, he showed how one-sid-
ed, reductive thinking established an order 
of purity and technical refinement, but re-
sulted in buildings distanced from nature, 
monosyllabic and representative of a ‘dead 
modern universe’. By contrast, the older 
buildings, redolent with connections to 
earth and sky, human form and architectur-
al history, hierarchically related to outside 
spaces and richly articulate in the use of 
materials, ‘had a smile’ and offered a much 
more profound, lasting home for human 
beings.

A second, and quite different, indication 
of problematic one-sidedness emerged in 

his discussion of students’ unpreparedness 
to cope effectively with practice. Studio 
design programmes are devised to evoke 
the solitary genius and it is he or she who 
receives all the accolades. The reality in 
current practice is that it is impossible for 
architects to manage the complex analysis 
essential for a full grasp of design issues. 
They have to work in teams with highly 
skilled specialists from a wide range of 
fields. The musings of the individual 
genius must make way for effective 
collaboration.  

A further problem has already 
been mentioned: the technical bias in 
thinking about sustainability, evident in 
architectural schools and even in some 
very capable practices. An example 
Buchanan used to show the sophisticated 
environmental analysis of certain architects 
(for which schools, buried in literary theory, 
do not prepare their students), was the St 
Mary’s Axe project of Foster and Partners 
(Fig 9). He illustrated how the overall and 
detail form had been evolved through 
integrated analyses of solar radiation, wind 
direction and velocity, air movement and 
heat flow within a building structure of 
extraordinary precision – but dismissed the 
building in terms of sustainability.  For all 
its technical brilliance, as a building form 
it is a singular, isolated object that disrupts 

‘the contiguous city’ so necessary for the 
good life. Like other technically orientated 
tours de force, it also lacks sensual qualities, 
historical reference and connections with 
place that would give it lasting local 
identity.  

Roughly speaking, Buchanan’s argu-
ment is that we are still trapped by the 
reductive limits of modernist think-
ing within which the subjective is sup-
pressed. Postmodernism brought plu-
ralism, which alerted us to the myriad 
complexities beneath all thought, but by 
definition, will not provide concrete di-
rection. The AQAL diagram (Fig 9) from 
Integral Theory is posited as a ‘way of 
drawing knowledge into an understand-
able pattern’4. Essentially, what it says is 
that there are two sides to knowledge, 
the subjective (in the left-hand quad-
rants) and the objective (in the right-
hand quadrants). There is also knowledge 
which pertains to the individual (the top 

4a Architecture, urban design and planning and 
landscape design treated as three separate 
fields

4b Pulled apart, they lack the core which is a 
grounding in sustainability

4c The foundation course is concentrated in 
areas of overlap. (After AR September 2012 – 
“The Big Rethink – Rethinking Architectural 
Education.”)

5-6 Corbusier – Villa Savoye and Villa Fallet
7 Monosyllabic modernism – Tange 
8 Architecture ‘with a smile’, Georgian row, Dublin 
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two quadrants) and to the collective (the 
bottom two).

This defines an elementary matrix in 
which ‘the upper left (UL) quadrant is the 
subjective realm of the ‘I’ or self, of personal 
experience, psychology and intentionality. 
The lower left (LL) quadrant is the inter-
subjective realm of ‘we’ or culture, of 
worldview and meaning. The upper right 
(UR) quadrant is that of the objective realm 
of ‘it’, of biology, form and behaviour (action 
visible to the detached observer) and the 
lower right is the inter-objective realm of 
‘its’, of all systems: ecological and economic, 
sociological and technological, and so on.’5

The diagram is used in many ways, but 
applied to ways of thinking, the theory is that 
balanced and integrated thinking (essential for 
constructing a sustainable world) will include 
all four segments.  Further elaborating the 
diagram are diagonals within each quadrant, 
which indicate the growth of knowledge, in a 
pattern of distinctive wholes, accumulating in 
sophistication. Properly integrated thinking, 
research and understanding would grow 
equally in each quadrant.

This is a very truncated précis of 
what Buchanan has already reduced 
substantially in his Big Rethink series. 
However, even as presented here, and 
even with the caution one might have of  
a simple diagram to represent something of 
such complexity, the irony is that it is very 
useful in identifying reductive thinking 
and ensuring a holistic approach. With the 
diagram, it is clear how, for example, the 
modernist focus on the objective would bias 
knowledge strongly in the right quadrants. 
It is easy to see how, in order to achieve a 
sustainable urban regeneration or housing 

project, equal effort would need to be put 
into empowerment of each individual (UL), 
the participation and support of cultural 
groups (LL), rational ways of structuring 
space (UR) and systems of monitoring and 
evaluation (LR).

rethiNKiNG Our huMaNitY
A major part of Buchanan’s argument is that 
to achieve sustainability, as human beings, 
we have to change ourselves. The argument 
goes something like this. From the earlier 
discussion, it will be clear that sustainability 
will not be achieved by simply dealing with 
objective issues: improving technology and 
looking after ecology. Psychological and 
cultural aspects of existence, the subjective, 
the real human issues, are as important. 
And while it is necessary to have a deep 
understanding of current problems, it is also 
vital to formulate an image of where you want 
to go which is attractive enough to evoke  
its realisation.

The vision will be of a way of life that is 
‘deeply satisfying’ and within which people 
can feel at home in the world. To make 
progress towards this vision, to achieve 
the next stage in our evolution, we have to 
replace the present alienating environment 
with one in which we feel at home and we 
will do that only if we change our whole 
approach to the world from the current 
cycle of use, abuse and exploitation. We 
need to be different human beings with 
different values.

We can do this through ontological de-
sign, in other words, designing something 
purposively that helps us to act in a differ-
ent way and, in time, to become different. 
The design of the spatial environment over 

the centuries has played a major part in 
who we are and what our values are.  And 
so spatial design can be a major means by 
which we purposively move to this more 
sustainable world. Architecture, urban de-
sign and landscape design have a major 
role to play – and this is their most ‘enno-
bling purpose’.

How can this occur? It must be by de-
grees, by taking small but determined 
steps – small because it is more feasible 
than large, and because it enables experi-
mentation and feedback. Through a series 
of accumulating small changes, massive 
change can be achieved.

It is difficult to argue with these prop-
ositions. Of course, in South Africa we 
have such elementary problems of pov-
erty and extreme wealth, poor govern-
ance, violence, racism, homelessness, 
unemployment and a limping economy 
that it seems an indulgence to dream 
of a vision of a deeply satisfying life for 
people feeling at home in the world. 
However, firstly, a move towards sustain-
ability means reducing those problems. 
Peace and stability, the very foundation 
of a lasting good life, are dependent on 
reducing these problems.

Secondly, they are all linked, thus all 
have to be tackled simultaneously. This 
will happen only when society, or those 
acting purposively for change, share val-
ues. Architects, after the problems of ide-
alism, determinism and the hubris of the 
modern movement, tend to be wary about 
the idea of improving people’s lives. How-
ever, being partners in a multi-disciplinary 
group, including users of the environment, 
removes those problems and makes the 
prospect something to aspire towards. 
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13Open arChiTeCTure – auThenTiC 
eduCaTiOn fOr The fuTure
By Jolanda Morkel

Current international de-
bate in the media raises questions about 
the continued relevance or not of tra-
ditional architectural education. in the 
latest edition of the Boston Society of 
architecture publication, The State of our 
Schools, the american national architec-
tural accrediting Board president ted 
landsmark suggests: ‘our design profes-
sions will never again change as slowly as 
they have over the past century.’ 

in the developed world, high costs of 
obtaining qualifications in relation to rela-
tively low professional income (landsmark 
2013, thrush 2013) is voiced as a main con-
cern whereas, in South africa, access into 
the profession by those who have not had 
opportunities in the past is foregrounded 
(openarchitecture 2013). Some universal 
factors impacting on imminent and inev-
itable change include a rapidly changing 
architectural profession and practice, surg-
ing student numbers (osborne et al 2012), 
the global economy, increased pressure on 
available resources, trends in education, 
available information and communication 
technology and new ways of thinking about 
time and place dimensions.

Practitioners complain that graduates 
are often ill prepared for the challenges of 
practice (landsmark 2013) and students 
want more hands-on education, optimis-
ing their computer skills and rewarding 
their compassion for underserved clients 
around the world (landsmark 2013, Voul-

garelis 2012). Furthermore the student 
body is becoming increasingly diverse 
and non-traditional, with an increase in 
mature and working students seeking to 
upgrade their qualifications.

in order to meet this accelerated pace 
of change, programmes need to become 
more agile, affordable and sustainable 
(landsmark 2013, thrush 2013, uK report 
Group 2013, aiaS Studio Culture task 
Force 2002), and this requires a total 
relook at current learning and teaching 
modes and methods.

arChiTeCTural eduCaTiOn
it is widely accepted that the studio is 
at the heart of architectural education 
(Kuhn 2001; Forsyth, G, Zehner, B and 
McDermott, r 2007, Moorwood, S 2012), 
as has been the case for almost a century, 
and mainly an unchallenged methodolo-
gy (osborne et al, 2012). at the oxford 
Conference in 1958 the studio was offi-
cially shifted to the university campus, 
but prior to that, studio learning hap-
pened on and off campus, often in the 
workplace and through apprenticeships 
(Boyer, el & Mitgang, lD 1996). 

there is a gradual move to incorporate 
live and design-build projects into the 
curriculum, introducing an alternative way 
of practice that a number of recent graduates 
are continuing into their professional 
practice (Voulgarelis 2012). architectural 
curricula need to respond to different ways 

of linking theory to practice, as explored by 
Francis Carter (2013) in a refereed article in 
this journal earlier this year.

the general trend in higher education 
is towards virtual universities and curricu-
la that shorten programmes and introduce 
lifelong learning. However, many educa-
tors remain sceptical of the potential of 
expanding architectural studies into an 
online learning environment, especially 
the studio which requires collaboration, 
interaction and conversation. 

auThenTiC learning
Jan Herrington’s (2010) work on authen-
tic learning offers a useful lens to relook 
at architectural education as a blended 
learning model. She describes authentic 
learning as a pedagogical model. it is not 
a learning theory in its own right, but it 
presents an approach that can be adopt-
ed by educators to design effective and 
engaging learning environments. rather 
than teaching concepts and skills in a for-
mal setting, authentic learning focuses 
on aligning the conditions and enablers 
for learning, where the task governs the 
activities that students perform, the 
teacher’s role is a supportive one and 
the outcome is a genuine and worth-
while product.

the framework of authentic learn-
ing has grown out of a body of work 
conducted largely since the late 1980s, 
when educators began considering 
the model of learning exemplified in 
apprenticeships and tried to distil the 
effective elements of the master/ap-
prentice into a new model of cognitive 
apprenticeships. Brown, Collins and 
Duguid (1989) were among the first re-
searchers to use the ideas to produce a 
proposal for a model of instruction that 
had implications for all sectors of ed-
ucation – the theory of situated cogni-
tion or situated learning. 

the authentic learning framework, 
originally formulated for multimedia 
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learning, presents a rather good fit for the 
guiding of innovative learning strategies 
in architecture and design. It considers 
the nine key elements of its design, as 
part of a blended model, as follows:
1.  An authentic context that reflects the 

way the knowledge will be used in 
real life.

2.  Authentic tasks that have real-world 
relevance.

3.  Access to expert performances and 
the modelling of processes and 
access to the observation of real-life 
episodes as they occur.

4.  Multiple roles and perspectives to 
provide various points of view.

5.  Collaborative construction of knowl-
edge as is typical of the studio envi-
ronment.

6.  Reflection, not only on the project, 
but also meta-cognitively, on the 
learning itself.

7.  Articulation and argumentation of 
the design thinking and the process 
thereof. 

8.  Coaching and scaffolding that is 
relevant to the degree of mastering.

9.  Authentic assessment to provide 
the opportunity for students to be 
effective performers with acquired 
knowledge and to craft appropriate 
solutions or products in collabora-
tion with others.

Openarchitecture
These nine authentic learning elements 
guide the blended (hybrid or mixed 
mode) learning provided by OpenArchi-
tecture in collaboration with participating 
accredited architectural learning sites. 
Blended learning combines e-learning 
with other forms of flexible learning with 
more traditional forms of learning. 

OpenArchitecture is an initiative of the 
SA Institute of Architects, aiming to offer 
an accredited alternative to mainstream 
architectural education. The programme 
is offered to employed architectural per-
sons registered with the SA Council for 
the Architectural Profession (SACAP) 
who are seeking to further their education 
and skills, and to enable them through 
graduation, to gain entrance to SACAP’s 
examination at the level of professional 
architect.

The Open Architecture blended 

learning programmes will be presented 
online, office-based and through 
occasional regional face-to-face studio 
interactions, making optimal use of 
each mode of delivery related to its 
affordances. Learning in theory and 
studio, subjects will be structured 
around assignments and projects, with 
resources provided on the web and via 
face-to-face and online interactions, 
designed for synchronous and 
asynchronous learning conversations.

Rather than attempting to duplicate 
face-to-face learning online, comput-
er-mediated strategies will support 
the office-based mentorship and face-
to-face group interactions. The studio 
methodology will remain at the cen-
tre of the learning agenda, although 
through various modalities and imple-
mented across time and space.

The course outcomes will be aligned 
with the approved and accredited full-
time programme at the respective archi-
tectural learning site, but the learning 
activities and material will be designed 
to support learning in a range of learning 
spaces.

The first joint programme to be pre-
sented by OpenArchitecture is a two-year 
part-time BTech through the Cape Pen-
insula University of Technology (CPUT). 
The first intake is January 2014. Negotia-
tions are underway to present a range of fu-
ture part-time programmes, including the 
M Arch (Prof) and M Tech (Prof) qualifica-
tions, but commencement dates are not yet 
available. For more information visit www.
openarchitecture.co.za.

Jolanda Morkel is a senior lecturer in 
the Department of Architectural Tech-
nology at the Cape Peninsula Univer-
sity of Technology and the OpenArchi-
tecture CPUT coordinator.
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ETHICAL TEACHING, LEARNING 
AND COLLABORATING IN THE REAL 
WORLD

INTRODUCTION
RESEARCH AND TEACHING in the 
Department of Architectural Technology at 
the Cape Peninsula University of Technolo-
gy (CPUT) are increasingly focused on live 
projects in local communities. Live projects 
‘offer potential sites for critical pedagogies and 
creative agency that in turn support individ-
ual and social transformations’ (Morrow and 
Brown, 2012:1). They can be de� ned as col-
laborative design projects, where solutions are 
researched, developed and sometimes con-
structed by students, with a resultant outcome 
that is valuable to the end user (Sara, 2006:1).

The Design-Build Research Studio 
(DBRS) at CPUT was formed in 2011, and 
students have since completed several pro-
jects, including the design and building of an 
outdoor classroom (2011), the conversion of 
a container into a library (2012), and partici-
pation in an informal settlement reblocking 
project (2013). This paper describes the last 
project’s process and comments on the inte-
gration of live project pedagogy into the archi-
tectural curriculum.

PROJECT
During 2012, a recent CPUT graduate, Ol-
wethu Jack, contacted the DBRS in order to 
present work with which he was involved 

at the Community Organisation Resource 
Centre (CORC). CPUT was then invited 
by CORC to participate in a reblocking pro-
ject for the informal settlement of Vygesk-
raal in Athlone, 15km east of Cape Town.  

Reblocking is an in-situ rearrangement 
of dwellings in accordance with a design 
framework which opens up safer and 
more digni� ed public spaces and better 
access to services. It is implemented by 
the community in partnership with the 
city council, who provide sewerage, water 
lines and electrical services. Reblocking 
is a mobilisation process that starts with 
community empowerment through savings 
schemes, through the unity derived from 
working together on a broad-based project 
and through the formation of partnerships 
with government and other stakeholders 
in the long-term development of the 
settlement (Fieuw, 2012).

Students participated in this meaning-
ful design process via a multi-disciplinary 
partnership involving CPUT, residents of 
Vygeskraal, industry professionals, CORC 
and the City of Cape Town. The partner-
ship resulted in unexpected social inter-
actions and design outcomes which have 
contributed positively to socio-economic 
change and empowerment. 

Hybs and Gero contend that in order to 
‘initiate the design process, it is necessary 
to have a “seed” design’ derived from col-
laboration (1992:282). In line with this, the 
brief was determined by CPUT, CORC and 
community representatives for a two-week 
project that would be undertaken by the 
BTech students in March and April 2013. 
On the principle that each new interven-
tion is based on past ones and is developed 
with an understanding of their previous 
performance and utility (Dennis and Stel-
la, 2011:38), the brief hand-out was accom-
panied by an introductory workshop that 
included precedent and talks by Olwethu 
Jack (CORC), Jhono Bennet (University of 
Johannesburg) and Vygeskraal community 
representatives.

The students tackled the project as 
a class and dealt with various design tasks in 
groups to maximise knowledge construction 
via collaborative methods (Fischer et al., 
1994:297). Langrish argues that design 
thinking works with ideas about how to do 
things that form a pattern of possibilities, 
with the values that form a pattern of need, 
and with human rationale where ‘people 
make choices between competing ideas’ 
(2004:18). Based on this premise, the course 
subjects of urban design, construction 

1 2
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a construction detail model. These were 
handed over to the community represent-
atives who expressed their gratitude and 
satisfaction with the design process and out-
come. However, the ‘actual environment is 
the final and ultimate selection agent for 
designed [solutions] and therefore the 
only measure of the quality of the design 
performing within a specific system’ (Hybs 
and Gero, 1992:288) – which is yet to be  
determined.

The status of the reblocking project as of 
mid-May is that the City of Cape Town is 
formalising the framework and a policy doc-
ument is being developed. Further collab-
oration, informed by lessons learned in this 
project, is envisaged between the CPUT 
and CORC for 2014.    

cONcLuDiNG reMarKs
Theories on seed creation, evolution-
ary growth and reseeding (Fischer et al., 
1994:297) influenced the framework of 
the design and learning processes for the 
reblocking project.  Similarly, changes are 
made in the curriculum design in response 
to different ways in which students learn 
in live projects from their enthusiasm and 
motivation (which is greater than in ‘normal’ 
studio projects), from their learning to deal 
with uncertainty and contingency, to work 
in teams and to communicate with and lis-

3

4

and detailing, theory of design, and 
environmental studies were fully integrated 
with the ongoing design workshops, 
providing support for the students.  

The project entailed participatory design, 
for which Hamdi’s suggestions (2006:128) 
of problem-driven learning, field-based 
work and role-playing, were used. Problem-
based learning yields many alternatives 
within a specific domain of intervention 
(programme and environment) because it 
involves interaction with various people 
and ideas. In this way, students are able to 
test approaches and define solutions within 
that context. To do this, they first visited 
the informal settlement for data gathering 
and on-site analysis, thus experiencing  
a direct engagement with the people 
and site. They made sure they were 
sensitive to the clients’ needs by working 
hard to elicit their feelings, opinions and 
ideas. In this way, the design process was 
initiated by relating to the community and 
thereafter they regrouped as designers  
in order to formulate responses. 

Design education encompasses ‘rules 
and elasticity’ to encourage rigorous 
and creative minds (Dennis and Stella, 
2011:36). The initial project parameters 
were considered as the building blocks  
and the students combined and 
recombined them, evaluated the use 

and suitability of various combinations 
and prepared feedback presentations. 
This ‘trial and error experimentation’ 
was aimed to create new knowledge  
and hybrid solutions for the community.

The workshops with CORC and the 
community focused on salient information 
(for example, circulation, services, topogra-
phy and temporary accommodation) and on 
developing an openness to new information 
(such as making provision for additional 
families). Some ideas, which could enhance 
the quality of the environment later were 
kept for the future (such as vertical land-
scaping and the community meeting space).

The project process used the idea of ‘dis-
tributed problem solving’ (Hybs and Gero, 
1992:290), whereby the results of a design 
task by one group were taken by a different 
group as the starting point for work in the 
next design phase, thereby stimulating the 
discovery of alternative design and technol-
ogy approaches (Fischer et al., 1994:297). 
The proposals underwent refinement 
and were evaluated by the community 
end users. Unsuccessful solutions were 
eliminated and those deemed to be fit on 
the basis of their utility and desirability 
were developed.

The final presentation was done in Pow-
erPoint and process video along with design 
proposal posters, a site layout model and 

5
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ten to a broad range of people and groups 
(Sara, 2006:2). 

Schumacher (2011) as well as Hybs and 
Gero (1992:284) deduce that the traditional 
approach to architectural education begins 
with scanning society to find problems, 
which determine a brief that requires an 
architectural response to the identified need 
for design. However, they argue that instead 
of design interventions being derived from 
a preconceived brief, the solution space 
may be expanded through experimentation 
(Schumacher, 2011) driven by the potential 
of the actual environment (Hybs and Gero, 
1992:284).

The curriculum therefore also responds 
to the way the educator approaches the 
conception of projects and adapts his or her 
role in the live project. Morrow and Brown 
(2012:2) reflect on the live project and the 
critical adaptive pedagogy necessary to suc-
ceed in a space where educators work more 
collaboratively alongside the student and 
community and where events and process 
are unpredictable and uncontrollable. Live 
projects have the potential to ‘draw out ex-
periences, knowledge and skills that are not 
exposed, utilised or valorised in normative 
design studio models’ (ibid).  

The DBRS will continue the practice of 
the live project with the aim of integrating 
it into the curriculum in a meaningful 

way. Research into the methodology and 
practical execution of the live project 
needs to continue since there is ‘a lot of 
romanticism in the idea of “participation” 
and “empowerment” and there are many 
challenges in practice’ (Supitcha Tovivich, 
2009:77). The live project should not be the 
studio as we know it, just practiced in the 
field, but it should demonstrate and signify 
a new way of participative practice. As Dr 
Finzi Saidi wrote: ‘Education must be more 
important than architecture. Education 
must be ahead of architecture’ (Teymur in 
Saidi: 2006:np).
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1 Students working on live project
2 Re-blocking project – site visit
3 Re-blocking project – part of presentation poster
4 Typical court layout in re-blocked plan
5 Multi-purpose hall proposal
6 Details of multi-purpose hall showing re-use of 
 building materials
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suPPOrtiNG cOLLaBOratiON  
tO Meet cOMPLeXitY 
deveLOPMeNt PrOject
In the face of climate change and other pressing environmental issues, there has 
never been a greater need for collaboration across disciplines than now.                               

By anna cowen

There Is much Talk of how we 
need to better collaborate across disci-
plines, skills and perspectives to meet 
growing global complexity. This is par-
ticularly true in the face of ‘super-wicked’ 
issues like climate change – challenges 
that in addition to being dynamic, highly 
complex and emergent, are characterised 
by factors that include time running out, 
no central authority and that those seek-
ing to solve the problem are also causing 
it1. here, no single disciplinary perspec-
tive is sufficient. rather, we need to bring 
our collective wisdom to bear to co-create 
practices and conditions conducive to 
thinking well together. 

meshfield2 was founded with this in-
tention. We include the methods and 
perspectives of architecture, engineering, 
ecological sustainability, social justice, 
developmental psychology, business and 
organisational development as inform-
ing practices, evolving hybrid context- 
appropriate processes. 

In many ways, the design of processes to 
support emergent forms of collaboration 
is not dissimilar to designing buildings 
– they equally require thresholds and 
edges, public and collegial spaces, places 
of retreat and of one-on-one dialogue, 
spaces to play in, spaces of formality  
and ritual. 

In early 2012, we were approached by 
Professor mark New of the universi-
ty of cape Town’s african climate and 
Development Initiative (acDI) to pro-
vide process design and facilitation in 
support of inter- and trans-disciplinary 
research at ucT around climate change 
and development issues. It was agreed 
that an area-based approach made sense 
and that we would commence this work 
with a small group. The Bergrivier region, 
an agricultural area north of cape Town, 
was suggested as the area of focus as the 
Western cape Government (a key partner 
on the project) was already working with 
the Bergrivier municipality to develop  
a climate change adaptation Plan there, 

a process that included a number of  
ucT academics.

The practical objectives of the project 
were to bring diverse academics and prac-
titioners together to help advance the un-
derstanding of climate and development 
issues, to build a knowledge network and 
to develop projects that enhance climate 
change responses. The academic objec-
tives included reinforcing interdiscipli-
nary collaboration across ucT, explor-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of 
an interdisciplinary approach to climate 
change, supporting ucT’s research-in-
to-practice agenda, developing interest-
ing, problem-orientated research projects 
and contributing to cutting-edge publica-
tions3.

the PrOcess
a group of 20 academics and local 
practitioners were enrolled to participate 
in a process, with the exploratory phase 
planned for a nine-month period. The 
collaboration has continued beyond 
this exploratory phase and is ongoing. 
From the academic side, disciplines and 
research interests were as diverse as earth 
system and climate science, architecture, 
behavioural economics, planning, english 
literature, social anthropology, marine 
and environmental law, urban and human 
geography, botany and historical ecology, 
political science, energy research and 
governance in complex systems, while the 
range of Bergrivier-based practitioners 
included the strategic manager of the 
Bergrivier municipality, a wheat and 
sheep farmer and guesthouse owner,  
a community worker and chair of 
Bergrivier Tourism, a community 
organiser, a social performance manager 
from one of the area’s largest employers, 
and a landscape conservationist 
from cape Nature. There was also 
representation from the adaptation 
division of the climate change directorate  
of the Western cape government. 

‘Theory u’, the collective leadership 

and systems change work of Dr Otto 
scharmer of the massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, served as one of the prima-
ry informants for the process design. This 
work has been successfully applied over 
the past 10 years to innovating around 
complex issues like sustainable food and 
health systems, and seemed an appropri-
ate reference for the kind of collaboration 
needed for the task at hand.

his theory is premised on the view 
that many current ways of operating are 
limited and limiting, and that we need to 
‘shift the place from which we generally 
operate’4. as scharmer proposes: 
‘Fundamental problems, as einstein once 
noted, cannot be solved at the same level 
of thought that created them. learning 
to pay attention to our attention and 
to illuminate the blind spot is the key 
leverage point to bring forth the profound 
systemic changes in business, society and 
in science so needed now5.

The ‘u’ is a ‘social technology’ (to use 
scharmer’s phrase) that moves through 
three stages. each builds on the preceding 
one, while they are also iterative. The 
first stage involves ‘seeing the system’ 
through one another’s eyes, and in so 
doing, seeing what is familiar in new ways. 
The intention is to let go of tightly held 
assumptions about how things ‘should’ 
be, and to rather be curious about what 
‘could’ be. The second stage involves 
listening carefully, through reflection 

“Seeing the System” “act in an Instant”

“Retreat and Reflect”
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as a collective, to what may want to 
emerge that is new, a time of ‘retreating 
and reflecting’. The third phase moves 
to practical implementation of what has 
emerged  – to ‘acting in an instant’.  

THE THREE MOVEMENTS OF THE ‘U’
The first phase took place over a ten-week 
period and integrated a combination of an 
interactive online forum and a number 
of half- and full-day workshops. This 
combination allowed participants to first 
get to know one another and then to 
deepen this in the online forum where 
they could participate in an asynchronous 
manner.

Each participant was invited to host 
the forum space for a three-day period, 
undertaking two different tasks. Firstly, 
they each provided some relevant climate 
and development information about the 
Bergrivier region from either their disci-
plinary perspective or work experience. 
The intention was to build up a broad 
initial tapestry of knowledge about the 
region from a range of ways of seeing and 
knowing. Each participant was also asked 
to describe their disciplinary methods 
that variously disclose different kinds of 
knowledge. This would serve as an entry 
point to later discussions around inter- 
and trans-disciplinary research. The table 
gives a sense of how a sample of four dif-
ferent disciplines and local practice use 
different methods that, in turn, disclose 
unique views on a region through the 
meta-lenses of climate and development. 
(see table above)

The second aspect of this first phase 
– ‘seeing the system’ – turned the view 
inwards, so that participants could sense, 
as closely as possible, what it might to be 
like to walk in each others’ shoes. Each 
person in turn came up with some kind 
of exercise or reflection that helped the 
others understand their way of seeing. For 
example, the behavioural economist set 
up a game for the group to play that ex-

amined and revealed behaviours around 
protecting common resources, while the 
climate scientist offered a perspective of 
how people view extreme climate events 
in the light of growing climate change 
awareness. This first stage also involved a 
series of learning journeys, where groups 
of participants visited parts of the Bergriv-
ier region to get a sense of the dynamics 
of the place, again through one another’s 
eyes. 

The second phase of the ‘U’ – ‘retreat 
and reflect’ – was spent over three days 
on two farms on the Berg River. Here 
the group reflected on what we had seen 
and learnt together, heard the view of 
Bergrivier-based participants of what was 
most pressing and, from these insights, 
began to look for emerging research 
themes and places of intervention that may 
be of utility to progressing understanding 
about climate and development in the 
region. 

These three days laid the founda-
tion for the third phase where the focus 
shifted towards formulating inter- and 
trans-disciplinary research projects. At 
the same time, this phase included re-
flection and iteration. One later work-
shop that took place about nine months 
after project inception involved a ‘review 
mapping’ exercise where the participants 
worked in small groups and modelled 
their understanding of the Bergrivier ‘sys-
tem’, this time with the benefit of many 
months of engagement in the region. The 
binding theme that emerged was that of 
‘Transitions’. 

THE way FORwaRd
Process outcomes currently taking form 
include an inter- and trans-disciplinary 
student research programme aimed at 
PhD and Masters students focusing on 
the region, a reference group of wide aca-
demic expertise which local practitioners 
can draw on, bi-monthly day-long work-
shops, academic support for an initiative, 
the Green Ambassadors Programme that 

develops youth capacity to meet sustain-
able development issues, a UCT-based 
reading group that explores the idea of 
‘Transitions’, an ongoing seminar series, 
process documentation using an inno-
vative methodology called a Booksprint 
(www.booksprints.net), the enrolment of 
new participants to increase the diversity 
and resilience of the group, and the utili-
sation of dynamic governance methodolo-
gies as a way to organise. 

Beyond these projects, perhaps the 
most fundamental outcome of the initial 
nine-month process was the building of 
trust between a diverse group of people 
who see the world in very different 
ways. One of the dynamic and ongoing 
polarities in the group was between 
the urgency of local, Bergrivier-based 
practitioners to ‘do’ something, to see 
visible, practical results within months, 
and the longer time horizons (at least five 
years) of much academic research. These 
tensions are not unique, yet their creative 
resolution goes to the heart of the new 
kinds of relationships between academic 
institutions and local practitioners that are 
vital and essential if we are to even begin 
to meet our climate change challenges. 

Participants in the review mapping exercise.
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saFetY as a PuBLic 
GOOD

imPrOvinG the quaLitY OF LiFe
The Violence Prevention through Urban 
Upgrading programme (VPUU), which is 
operating in certain areas of Khayelitsha in 
Cape Town, focuses on the use of safety as 
a public good to develop human potential 
and improve the quality of life of the 
communities who live there. It identifies 

spaces in the selected areas which are 
derelict, unused, poorly lit, littered and 
problematic from a crime point of view 
and renegotiates their use. By actively 
occupying problematic spaces, crime hot 
spots in the area are removed and replaced 
with buildings which have new uses, with 
the aim of positive transformation.

muLti-sectOraL aPPrOach
With the understanding that improving 
only one aspect of life is insufficient to 
guarantee sustainability, the approach used 
is multi-sectoral. It works in every segment 
of the community, from spatial planning 
to education, employment, business, sport 
and so on.

PuBLic heaLth LiFe cYcLe 
aPPrOach 
The crime and violence prevention 
strategy is based on a hybrid of a number 
of international and local best practices 
adapted to the South African context. This 
has four components.

Prevention means enabling a more 
economically active and less violent 
community, by working over the whole 
cycle of life from early childhood 
development to the creation of adult 
employment opportunities.

Cohesion implies giving a central 
position to local skills, assets and linkages 
in development, acted out through 
partnerships with communities to deliver 
services and manage public urban 
environments.

Protection combines planning efforts 
by the local authority and other state 
institutions with community-based 
protection measures. This means 
coordinating environmental design 
measures intended to prevent crime, such 
as with neighbourhood watches and an 
improved access to justice for residents.

Research means the management 
of knowledge gained in the process to 
ensure it is based on evidence; to be able 
to share knowledge; to replicate tested and 
proven interventions and processes; and 
to use these strategies to develop higher- 
level policy.

Five-steP methODOLOGY
When making an intervention, a 
research-based and highly participatory 
methodology using logical steps is used, 
as shown in the elements in the diagram. 
The approach requires a significant 
time investment in people and healthy 
development processes. Firstly, a social 
compact is made with the community 
involved, eliciting leadership and setting 
up representative committees which 
participate in baseline surveys.

1

2 3

A holistic approach to urban upgrading contributes to 
the reductions of crime.

By Michael Krause (Director of VPuu)
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Secondly, in the planning phase, the 
community’s ideas for the way forward are 
related to the City of Cape Town’s vision 
to form a Community Action Plan which 
will guide development as the lowest level 
of the Integrated Development Plan. It 
includes decisions about priorities, phasing 
of interventions, and using participatory 
design in an effort to ensure solutions are 
appropriate to each particular intervention.

In the implementation phase, the 
interventions are made via a partnership 
including the local authority, VPUU 
as an intermediary, community groups 
and NGOs. This phase involves skills 
development to ensure that local capacities 
are augmented.

The fourth component is operation, 
maintenance and management of the 
facilities and spaces. This phase also 
includes skills development, improved 
safety, enhanced economic activity 
and so on. This gives a measure of the 
programme’s sustainability. Lastly, there 
is continuous monitoring of the process 
and annual evaluation and review of the 
Community Action Plan.

Interventions are defined at the scale of a 
neighbourhood, with clear geographic and 
social boundaries, thus avoiding too much 
complexity, ensuring that everyone in the 
community can participate and knows 
their representatives. Two examples of the 
project are illustrated below.

 
HARARE SQUARE
Harare Square was a vacant square without 
any sense of enclosure or urban feeling. 
It was characterised by a few buildings, 
a supermarket, a pension pay-out point, 
councillor offices, an under-utilised, badly 
managed municipal hall and municipal 
offices, all of which had their backs to a 
large piece of vacant land intended by 
some town planner for an unknown future 
use.

The square occupies a large piece of land 

within the residential area in Harare,which 
has about 40 000 inhabitants. It is on 
the pedestrian route from Khayelitsha 
railway station through Harare, towards 
Monwabisi Park informal settlement, 
with 25 000 residents. It also served as a 
car park, but was unused outside normal 
business hours. It was identified as a crime 
hotspot in the baseline survey which was 
carried out, having a serious concentration 
of crimes – repeated robberies at the ATM 
close to the supermarket, pension pay-out 
building, the bus stop, and the surrounding 
shops. There were also a number of people 
who crossed the space at the weekend and 
in the evenings.

The square was identified as a crime 
generator since it is characterised by an 
environment suitable for crime. There 
were footpaths with no natural surveillance 
or lighting at night time. There was 
no definition between vehicular and 
pedestrian environments, nor any 
residential accommodation or positive 
night-time activity on the square, leaving it 
unoccupied after hours. The few buildings 
that did front onto the square were all 
closed after hours and for much of the 
weekend, resulting in virtually no natural 
surveillance during these times.

As part of the formation of the 
Community Action Plan, the community 
leadership of Harare expressed the desire 
to develop the square as a hub for youth 
and local business development. 

This formed the basis of the focus in 
the interventions which, over a period 
of time, were undertaken. The main 
new component was a house of learning,  
a library – not a conventional library, but 
one that encapsulates the strategy element 
of prevention or a life cycle approach in a 
built format by including an early childhood 
resource centre. It is a library with youth as 
the primary target group and classrooms for 
adult-based education. Thus it has none of 
the normal fences, but rather invites access 

into friendly, informal spaces and plenty of 
room for studying and homework. It acts 
also to bring a permanent surveillance of 
the space via a coffee shop opening onto 
the square and a caretaker flat with clear 
views over it.

Further interventions around the square 
include a loveLife youth centre, which is 
achieved by converting an existing hall 
into a dedicated facility with a hall and 
youth centre elements – a computer lab, 
youth space, offices and a recording studio.

Another addition was a business hub, 
including  a distribution centre for a local 
NGO working in the textile sector, line 
shops for local entrepreneurs, a boxing gym, 
a bakery, open-plan offices for a business 
support organisation, an active box, and a 
still-to-be-built boxing gym. There are also 
live/work units, which are shops with flats 
above, for local business people.

All these facilities address a large square, 
overlooking and drawing activity to it, thus 
making it much safer for everyone passing 
through or occupying it. An effort has 
been made to landscape the open space 
itself with trees, paving seats, demarcated 
spaces for informal traders and lighting, 
thereby creating a place which can be 
used freely for multiple purposes – from 
pageants to a weekly market. In short,  
a problematic place in the area has been 
transformed into an asset of which people 
can be proud.

These built interventions are linked 
directly to a host of other social and 
institutional crime-prevention strategies: 
neighbourhood-watch initiatives and 
facility guarding are part of an area-
based safety plan supported by all line 
departments within the city council – 
operation, maintenance and management, 

1 Emthonjeni – a place for early learning
2 VPUU methodology
3 VPUU strategy
4 Harare Square before
5 Harare Square after

4 5
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victim support, youth programmes, social 
development fund, link to early childhood 
development resource centre, business 
development support programmes and local 
income opportunities.

MONWaBisi ParK
Monwabisi Park is a large informal 
settlement of about 25 000 people on  
a dune site at the edge of Khayelitsha. It is  
a somewhat fractured society with a lot of 
insecurity and it was decided to use it as 
a pilot project of the Informal Settlement 
Transformation Programme (ISTP), 
the vision for which is to build safe and 
integrated communities by upgrading the 
existing settlement without relocating 
people outside of the area.

The combination of six proposed 
spatial layers (landscape, institutional, 
neighbourhood, dwelling, movement and 
technical) and the six workstreams (cultural/
social; economic; institutional; safety and 
security; infrastructure; and monitoring 
and evaluation) of the Community Action 
Plan helped to guide the urban design for 
the area – a Spatial Reconfiguration Plan. 
Although the area with its hotchpotch of 
informal dwellings appears to lack structure, 
in fact the existing structure has great clarity 

and the design is essentially a reinforcement 
of that.

The intention of the VPUU methodology 
in the informal settlement is to reinforce 
existing public space systems to enhance the 
social fabric ahead of major infrastructural 
upgrades that tend to negate open-
space systems, social network and even 
topography, in favor of simple engineering 
solutions that lead to social engineering and 
marginalisation. 

It was recognised early on that there 
was a serious dearth of opportunities for 
early learning – only 600 places for 2 800 
children. With the understanding that 
the most effective long-term crime and 
violence prevention strategy was to deliver 
affordable, high-quality universal early 
childhood development, this became  
a priority.

It was clearly impossible to fund quickly a 
large number of formal crèches, therefore it 
was decided the delivery would be achieved 
through a process which links revitalised 
early childhood development centres with 
small public spaces designed to support and 
encourage learning. This idea was linked 
to the delivery of improved water services. 
Currently people fetch water from a few 
taps stranded in scruffy, open spaces. Thus 

the Emthonjeni (meaning ‘a place by the 
water’) project was born. 

With the involvement of the local 
community, the water spaces are being 
upgraded and further ones added, so that 
they serve as paved and landscaped spaces 
suitable for childhood development, and 
also as well-made water points which are 
good places for adult socialisation.  The 
early childhood development is run locally 
with the assistance of an NGO. The water 
points are made sustainable by good 
community participation, ensuring that 
the neighbours look after them. And the 
experience thus far is that there has been 
no vandalism. The Emthonjeni project 
illustrates the interdependences between 
social fabric, learning and growing up, public 
space management, quality of life and 
construction on a very localised level. 

suMMary 
In both these projects, through a spatial 
transformation of space, it has been 
possible to improve the quality of life. 
There have been a number of essential 
features of the process: a vision of an 
improved quality of life formulated with 
the local community; the human scale of 
the intervention; partnerships between the 
community, NGOs, the intermediary and 
the city council; defining a hierarchy of 
public spaces; the role of the intermediary 
(essentially between the community and 
the local authority); the ability to make 
direct decisions over the use and allocation 
of funding; and the broad intention to 
ensure interventions are sustainable.

While in a formal setting, the intention is 
to develop citizenship through sustainable 
urban management systems, the informal 
settlement upgrade is about creating 
citizenship through inclusion into the cities. 

6

87 9

6 Monwabisi Park Spatial Reconfiguration Plan
7 Public space and water point before
8-9 Public space and water point after – 

Emthonjeni
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NEOLITH is the brand new ‘super surface’ – a state-
of-the-art, technical porcelain slab engineered 
to meet the diverse needs of any interior or 
exterior space. Available in 10mm or 5mm gauges, 
NEOLITH is perfect for worktops, wall cladding, 
flooring, paving and furniture cladding. For the 
first time you can create a modern, holistic look in 
any space that will last. NEOLITH is UV-resistant, 
waterproof, stain and scratch resistant and has an 
extremely high heat tolerance.

neolith.co.za

Created to be used... Everywhere.

Eco Friendly15 Year Warranty

Neolith Balsalt Black – Fireplace & WallsNeolith Phedra - Counters

Neolith Barro - Surface
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If you have any questions 
about stainless steel design,  
there’s only one place to go
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Because we understand the absolute importance of 
selecting the appropriate grade and finish of stainless 
steel for effective use in different applications, 
Sassda has set up an interactive online forum that 
helps to facilitate expert assistance on new projects 
and forensic evaluation of any existing projects. 
ask@sassda.co.za assists South African architects,  
 

builders and interior designers with all stainless steel 
related queries, with the backing of Catherine Houska, 
a leading international expert on the use of stainless 
steel in architecture. Email ask@sassda.co.za for reliable 
assistance on stainless steel regarding fabrication, 
material selection, material and product sourcing, 
properties, corrosion resistance, design advice, material 
identification and failure analysis.

The ‘cross and balls’ quality promise is backed by the Southern Africa Stainless Steel Development Association (Sassda),  
who are developing the industry through the technical advice, training and regulation that they provide to both its members and the public.

®

®

Visit  www.sassda.co.za for more information. Tel 011 883 0119
Terms and Conditions apply
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Balustrades

Contact Dave Braithwaite at 
Steel Studio International
E-mail: dave@steelstudio.co.za 
or visit www.steelstudio.co.za.

How to avoid a nightmarish balustrade installation
A recent visit to the site of a stainless steel balustrade installation 
opened up a hornet’s nest of aesthetic and safety concerns, 
covering inappropriate welding choices, incorrect alignment, poor 
bend quality, and insuffi cient horizontal load capacity. To help you 
avoid running the risk of a similar disaster happening on your site, 
here are a few observations by Sassda member, Dave Braithwaite.

Stick to the code
The golden rule is to adhere to the relevant SANS Codes. SANS 
10160 covers the National Building Regulations and makes 
reference to SANS 10400 (among others). This code, which clearly 
sets out the loading requirements for elements in buildings and 
their occupancy classifi cation, must be read in conjunction with 
SANS 10160. A “competent person” or a professional engineer 
with a professional indemnity policy in place is the only person that 
can sign off on a balustrade installation.

Always
•  Select the correct material grade and fi nish suitable for the 

application, for example, grade 316 polished for swimming pool and 
external coastal applications, and grade 304 brushed for inland or 
air-conditioned and well-maintained internal coastal applications.

• Ensure that all welding is by the tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding 
method.

• Ensure that all welds are cleaned suitably, and the site joints in 
tubes are ground and polished to form “invisible” joints.

•  Install posts/stanchions using core drilling or a suitable 

base plate method. Pin fixing at the base of the post is not 
acceptable. Posts should be installed plumb. If the core 
drilled method is used, a suitable cover plate must be fitted 
at the base of the post to conceal the core area (preferably, 
core after tiling).

•  Ensure that rails are welded at the intersection of the post and 
intermediate tube.

•  Ensure that handrails are attached to uprights by means of 
welding to a pin or saddle fi tted to the top of the post. Handrails 
should be fi tted with weld-on end caps and ground smooth to 
form “invisible” joints.

•  Ensure that your chosen contractor is a paid-up Sassda member.

Case study
Stainless steel balustrades require expert installation.

Poor Installation Examples:
•  Poor size and alignment of holes in the stanchions 

accommodating the intermediate elements on the staircase 
had not been adequately welded to them, and look unsightly. 

•  Quality of bends (particularly at the top of the staircase) is 
amateurish, at best. 

•  Line-up of horizontal joints is not acceptable.
•  Welding was done using manual metal arch (MMA, informally 

known as stick) welding, which has resulted in the ugly welds evident. 
•  Overall, the balustrade does not appear safe and will probably 

not comply with the horizontal load requirements of SANS 
10160.
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UNBEATABLE OFFER!!!
when you purchase a new 
Epson SureColor SC-T Series 
 CAD/GIS pr inter

For more information please contact Vernon Mellors by email 
vernon.mellors@epson.eu or call +2711 465 9621

1 Free 3 year On-Site Warranty valid in South Africa only.  Value of 3 year On-Site Warranty 
varies according to Epson SureColor SC-Tseries model purchased. Limited stock available.Offer 
valid strictly from 1 November to 31 December 2013. All prices above exclude VAT. Promotion 
applicable to selected Epson Authorised Partners

SureColor SC-T5000

• 36” printer
• 914mm, A0 format

SureColor SC-T3000

• 24” printer
• 610mm, A1 format

SureColor SC-T7000

• 44” printer
• 1118mm, B0+ format

FREE FREEFREE INK SET VALUED 
AT R13 500

3 year On-Site Warranty1

in addition to the start-up set of 110ml 
C,M,Y,PK,MK inks:

1 x 700ml Cyan
1 x 700ml Magenta
1 x 700ml Yellow
1 x 700ml Photo Black
1 x 350ml Matte Black

T3000 - valued at R8451.00 Ex VAT
T5000 - valued at R11432.00 Ex VAT
T7000 - valued at R18969.00 Ex VAT
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13SPRINGFIELD PRE-SCHOOL CAMPUS, 
FRA ANGELICO ART CENTRE AND 
JASPER WALSH ART GALLERY
                                 
The Cape Institute for Architecture recently announced the seven winners 
of its 2013 Award for Architecture, one of which was the new extension to 
Springfield Convent.

architects & notes: Charlotte Chamberlain & niCola irving arChiteCts
citation: assessors – Karel baKKer, DeriCK henstra, miKe louw, simmy Peerutin, alex robertson, Carin smuts

The SprIngfIeld Convent School, 
owned by the dominican Sisters who are 
still based on the property, is situated 
in Wynberg within a wider natural 
and heritage context. The architects 
recognised the school’s position as part 
of a larger system and they drafted a 
development framework, in conjunction 
with Tarna Klitzner landscape 
Architects and design Studio, in order 
to guide all future development. partly 
because of this, and since the architects 
were responsible for a number of 
interventions at the school over time, the 
panel decided to regard all of these as 
one combined body of work. 

The new art centre and gallery were 2

1
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delicately inserted on a sloping site 
between the 1883 laundry building, 
the sisters’ cemetery and the historic 
gardens, and they were arranged to 
take the form of an embracing gesture 
around the cemetery. Entering the site 
from the east, and walking alongside the 
cemetery, the feeling is one of calm and 
comfort, and the crosses on the graves 
are almost like active participants in the 
space. Their centrality within the open 
courtyard is a symbol that the memory 
of the past sisters’ contribution is still 
cherished and the fact that the outside 
space between the new building and 
the cemetery is regularly used for large 
functions confirms this. 

The spaces in the art centre and 
gallery flow comfortably into each other, 
while large windows allow an intimate 
connection with the surrounding 
environment. The extensive use of low 
outside walls and platforms on different 
levels is echoed within the building, and 

the inside and outside platforms paved 
with the same bricks merge almost 
seamlessly (the only difference being 
that some of them are roofed) to allow 
a range of subtly varying spaces where 
people can gather, pause, produce art or 
appreciate the work and its surroundings. 
The monopitch roofs with their angled 
ceilings scoop natural light into the 
studios and gallery to further blur the 
boundary between inside and outside. 

In addition to the connection to 

nature, movement routes and desire 
lines within the larger campus were 
an important consideration for the 

11

9

8

10

1 Approach from top
2 Pre-School in relation to existing fabric
3 Ground floor plan
4 Path from senior campus
5 Cemetery as primary informant
6 Upper studios in the trees
7 Model exploring relationship with cemetery
8 First floor plan
9 East - west section
10 North - south cross section
11 Looking towards garden with old laundry behind
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placement of buildings, and the new 
pre-school is arranged alongside a new 
pedestrian ‘street’ that is a programmatic 
extension of the central axial outside 
space of the junior school campus. While 
the pedestrian connection to the junior 
school campus is somewhat onerous, 
the pre-school’s own circulation is very 
successful and it plays a variety of roles, 
which include movement space, play 
space and learning environment. 

The centrality of this outside space 
resulted in two rows of buildings that have 
more informal connections to the old pre-
school building to the north and the sports 
fields to the south. The buildings are 

placed behind the historic 1895 St Anne’s 
stone building; they were pulled back to 
play a more subservient visual role, but 
due to this and the sloping nature of the 
site, the lower row of buildings is set into 
the slope, which results in the central 
outside ‘street’ having a scale that is very 
suitable to little people. 

The importance of the existing open 
spaces (which include historic gardens 
and sports fields) informed the design 
process of all of the interventions and 
the integration of the buildings with the 
landscape a key design consideration. 
Visual references to the work of prom-
inent regionalist architects like Fagan 

and Uytenbogaardt are evident in the 
work, but the new buildings manage 
to mediate and tie together a fairly di-
verse body of existing buildings, and are  
firmly embedded within the existing built 
fabric and natural landscape. 

Teachers who use the spaces com-
mented about the quality of light in-
side the buildings and that it feels as 
if nature is allowed in, which is a testa-
ment to the original design intent. The 
modest and sensitive nature of the new 
interventions was commended by the 
panel and the warm interior spaces are 
clearly conducive to learning and the 
production of fine art.

16

17 19

18

12 Pre-School veranda to classrooms
13 Pre-School classroom
14 Pre-School activity hall
15 Pre-School street connection to rest 

of school

16 Floor plan
17 East - west cross section
18 North - south cross section
19 North elevation
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teXturaL architecture aND 
MaGic BOXes
 By Julian Cooke

Much of finland is flattish, and 
one’s experience of the country is of for-
ests and lakes – of texture (fig 3). There 
are tongues of farming land cut into the 
forests, but everywhere the dappled, 
striated fur of the forests predominates. 
There are protrusions of granite, round-
ed and serrated by millennia-old melting 
of the arctic ice cap, but it is generally a 
very modest landscape, and you have to 
get into it to learn its mystery and deep 
beauty. old towns there are similarly tex-
tural (fig 4). Wooden houses on stone 
plinths, with shingle roofs along pebble 
roads and patches of stone, vibrate with 
texture in the low shafting sun. 

Visiting the buildings of lewerentz 

and aalto, this textural quality is striking – 
particularly when compared with two oth-
er, newer buildings by Stephen holl and 
JKMM architects1, which are not textur-
al at all. Both sets were designed by fine  
architects, but the first demonstrates  
a model architectural method, while the 
second, characterised as magic box2 ar-
chitecture, is very problematic.  

st MarK’s church, stOcKhOLM: 
siGurD LeWereNtZ, 1960
like a forest floor covered with multiple 
layers of fresh leaves over dry ones, over 
mulch or patches of lichen over stone,  
St Mark’s church is stratified in multiple  
architectural layers. 

Layer of history: at first sight 
(fig 1) it appears simply to be  a 
modernist building of the post-war 
period.  a collection of largely abstract 
forms in brick, aimed to soften the 
dematerialised purism of heroic 
modernism, and to improve its technical 
performance. however, one soon finds 
the deep historical layers. The tall, 
cylindrical and square towers resonate 
with the ancient towers of italy. The 
handling of brick evokes an archaic 
sense, of the palimpsest of antique 
walls (fig 2). internally, the dark spaces 
conjure up the atmosphere of old sacred 
places, and the tall proportion (fig 
5) and the longitudinal arrangement 

1 2

3 4 5
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Layer of the site: The site, in a wood, 
has minor undulations and is connected 
in various directions to housing that sur-
rounds it. The building is deeply rooted 
in its subtleties. The main approach from 
the station uses the contours to make you 
climb slightly towards where the cylin-
drical bell tower welcomes you around its 
edge (Fig 6), and carries you down to the 
calm shelter of the courtyard and to the 
church entry. The downward movement 
prevents the church from dominating you 
and is used to define a receptive ethos for 
the place. It also scratches memories of 
descent into elemental sacred places, of 
death and rebirth. The dark church, the 
major, serious space, is at the lowest part 
of the site.  The depth and its high walls 
indicate its gravity. On the other side, at  
a slightly higher level, is the court-
yard (Fig 7) with comfortable, friendly 
forms and intimate scale conducive to 
face-to-face human interaction. This is 
a multifaceted shaping of the building 
to the site that helps you understand 

your surroundings and feel at home. 
The modest folding of the building 
into the site makes it one element in  
a larger hierarchy to which it contributes 
and into which it is integrally bound.
Layer of process: Connected with 
these layers is a sense of incom-
pleteness. Although bound in  
a consistent technology, the buildings 
have a loose aesthetic which makes change 
unproblematic. There is an incremen-
tal quality, as if they have gone through  
a long process of becoming, as if conceived, 
buffeted and adjusted by numerous  
decision-makers – rather than being gen-
erated in a moment of inspiration. They 
have the texture of an old city.
Texture in detail: At a detail level there 
is rich textural quality – of materials, 
hard/soft, warm/cold, rough/smooth, 
organic/metallic; of light and dark, 
connection and enclosure, and high and 
low spaces – all of which makes a wide 
range of sensual experience, mood and 
atmosphere.

of main and secondary naves spark 
memories of conventional forms. The 
vaulted ceiling, twisting in the gloom 
overhead, evokes the same sense of 
mystery as vaults in  a Gothic church. 
(Fig 8)
Layer of nature: The handling in the 
building’s construction of each brick 
as both individual and one of a family, 
creates a phenomenon similar to a 
natural one. The dappled sameness and 
variety in the bricks is analogous to that 
of the leaves of the birch trees among 
which the building stands.
Tectonic layer: The church’s expression 
is connected closely with the means and 
process of construction: the curves and 
corners giving stability to high walls; the 
emphasis of wall thickness at windows, 
openings and wall ends; the care taken 
with every detail to arouse particular, 
tectonic character (Fig 9 & 10); the 
elaboration of ceiling construction; the 
decorative quality achieved through the 
handling of acoustics. 

6 7

8 9 10 11
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church OF three crOsses, 
iMatra: aLVar aaLtO, 1958
The best Aalto exemplars of a textural 
layering would probably be his greatest 
works: the Villa Mairea and the Saynatsalo 
Civic Centre. A less obvious example, the 
Church of Three Crosses, suggests that 
it was a persistent quality in his work.  
A pile-up of building connected with 
a tall tower rings memory bells of old 
churches(Fig 11); connections are made 
with nature through metaphors of the 
rounded, serrated granite outcrops (Fig 
12) and of the forests’ vertical striations 
(Fig 14), and through the handling of 
light (Figs 13 and 15) as a precious 
substance in a predominantly dark place; 
structural meaning is evoked in curved, 
plastered walls and columns subdividing 
the triple-volume space; a hierarchy 
of spaces is built up and stretches out, 
connecting elements at the edges; and 
there is wide variation in character, 
with many elements appearing to be 

designed circumstantially rather than 
preconceived.  

KiasMa MuseuM OF MODerN art, 
heLsiNKi: stePheN hOLL, 1991
Layer of history: The museum stands in 
a prominent part of the city. It is a bold, 
unusual form enclosed by a thin skin of 
glass and metal (Fig 16). In a city with 
a deep modern architectural tradition, 
there is no historical layer, other than, 
perhaps, a reference in the window to 
early 20th-century neo-plasticism. Inside, 
in the experience of whirling sculptural 
form and space (Figs 19 – 20), the 
intention is clearly to surprise and delight 
with sculptural virtuosity, not to connect 
to tradition. 
Layer of nature:  There is no reference 
to local climate or natural landscape – the 
building could be anywhere. 
site layer: A conceptual sketch suggests 
that it does have connections with its 
urban context, and a note in the office 

website confirms the intention. However, 
while the drawing suggests a relationship 
between the space at the end of the 
museum, with the parliament building 
across the road, this doesn’t occur in built 
form. Nor does the museum close the 
street that comes in at a right angle, as 
the drawing indicates. It does associate 
with two lines of movement from one 
direction, by presenting itself as  
a novel object end on, and obliquely. 
There is no interface element which 
can connect the building into its urban 
landscape. Apart from acknowledging 
Saarinen’s Natural History Museum from 
outside the restaurant and the Parliament 
building through the window, it is a pure, 
self-contained and self-referential work.  

One element which could have made an 
effective reference to nature and worked 
as a linking device, the large pool, does 
neither. The level is such that you can’t 
see the water from a distance. The stream, 
taken in cascades through a dramatic gash 

12 13

14 15 16
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in the building, has no sparkle as there is 
insufficient light, and the secondary pool 
on the other side with which it connects, 
is less significant than the main one. On 
this back side, where the metal skin is 
sliced off, the building connects, but 
mostly it turns a windowless back onto a 
busy pedestrian route. (Fig 17)
Layer of process: It will be clear from the 
above that far from having the texture 
of a city with a sense of process, the 
building is designed as an immediate, 
novel object – there is no time in it 
beyond the moment of conception.
Layer of human use: The inside offers 
an experience of complex space (Fig 
19 & 20) and visual connections with 
neighbouring buildings. But for all the 
drama of the movement spaces, some 
of those to which they connect, such 
as the restaurant (Fig 18), are very 
undistinguished, and a number of gallery 
spaces, with strong light on one side, 
are poor for exhibition. The topmost 

space under the curving roof is a very 
memorable one (Fig 21), but overall the 
atmosphere remains very unvarying. At a 
detail level it is monosyllabic and despite 
the flamboyance, there is a predictability 
in the sculptural spaces which, after time, 
become rather tedious.

NEW LIBRARY, SEINÄJOKI: JKMM 
ARchItEctS, 2011
The whole civic centre of Seinäjoki, in-
cluding its central library, was designed 
by Aalto. However, the town outgrew the 
library and a competition was held for  
a much bigger extension. 

The winning architects decided to 
leave the Aalto library intact, joining 
it underground, and to build the new 
facility as a complete, unique geometric 
form, stranded in space other than for one 
gesture to Aalto’s church spire (Fig 22). It 
makes no use of or reference to climatic 
factors and could be located anywhere. 
The building is skillfully engineered, 

but the handling of transparent and 
solid surfaces externally is counter to 
materiality and internally, the long-
span folded-plate form of construction 
eliminates visible supporting elements 
(Fig 23). It is undoubtedly an exciting 
array of abstract spaces, but one where 
the relation between form and content 
is much less important than the need 
to create a kind of magical, illusionistic 
fantasy world (Fig 24 & 25).  

Like the museum in Helsinki, this 
is a magic box, cleverly and beautifully 
wrapped, and with many seductive 
compartments inside, but contrived and 
cosmetic.

SUMMARY
This all-too-brief analysis uncovers two 
distinct approaches to architecture. 

The first, which I have called an ar-
chitecture of texture, is:
•	  Modest, in occupying space re-

spectfully and contributing to a 

17 18
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broader environment.
•	  Sensual, richly layered, from a 

heightening of everyday use to pro-
found symbolic meaning.

•	  Process-orientated, rather than con-
ceptual, and generative, in laying 
seeds for new and different things 
to happen.The second, the magic 
boxes, are:

•	  Assertive and largely unconnected 
with their context.

•	  One-dimensional in the meaning 
they convey and the experience 
they offer.

•	  Dominated by an individual idea. 
One-off and, in principle, compet-
itive with other one-offs.

This second approach is the prevalent 
one today, especially among architects 
the world values most, and appears 
to have taken over some of the core 
principles of the mainstream early 
modern movement and reproduced 
them, uncritically, in another form. It is 
difficult to understand why an architect 
would want to mess about with city 

structure, coherence and sociability 
with isolated three-dimensional objects, 
even more than Modernism did. What 
about the lessons of Jane Jacobs?

Secondly, a problem of much of 
early modern architecture was that, 
because of its technological bias and its 
obsession with the machine aesthetic 
and with abstraction, it was unrooted 
in place, shallow in meaning and 
narrow in human experience. Many 
of its adherents changed their method 
because of the loss of character, identity 
and particularity. It is sad, after all the 
searches and lessons of the second half-
century, that good architects, appearing 
to believe that the momentary 
excitements of form repair those losses, 
work hard to produce buildings which 
are similarly lacking. Thirdly, from the 
early 50s, architects recognised the 
capacity of vernacular architecture and 
of old cities to grow and change, and the 
rich experience and symbiosis of human 
use and space resulting from the process. 
In a rapidly changing world, they sought 

urban and architectural design strategies 
that would replicate that. In an even more 
swiftly changing world, and increasingly 
one that cannot afford to simply demolish 
outdated or problematic buildings, why 
would capable architects today act as if 
that had never occurred? 

It seems to me that the first approach, 
reinforced by new understandings of 
space, power relations and of the planet, 
offers a much better starting point.

EnD nOTES
1 The acronym stands for Jaaksi, Kurkela, 

Miettinen, Mäki-Jyllilä, and the chief 
designer on this project was Asmo Jaaksi.

2 One of Le Corbusier’s provocative 
inventions was an idea for the live 
performance space of an art centre, la boîte 
à miracles (see Oeuvre Complète 1957–65). 
He conceived it as a large, windowless 
cube with ‘everything that is needed to 
perform miracles’ inside. His conceptual 
sketch shows it as huge and isolated in 
space, whereas in the Frankfurt and Tokyo 
projects, in which he included it, it was an 
appropriately scaled part of an ensemble, 
making up a social space. The use of the 
term ‘magic box’ here was not generated 
by his concept, but is clearly not dissimilar.

22 23
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13Parabolic roof
This house, built in the early 1970s in the east of Pretoria, remains intriguing in the 
way its organic plan is covered with a sweeping parabolic ribbed sheet metal roof.                                 

By Hans Wegelin

The house was described in the 
uIA International Architect: southern 
Africa (Issue 8, 1985)1 as a ‘building with 
an almost poetic yet strong reading of 
sense of place, quality of light and shade’. 
Designed by the late Peter hattingh, 
he described it as follows when he was 
invited to exhibit at the alumni exhibition 
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 
Pretoria school of Architecture: ‘The 
site slopes steeply from the road down to  
a park graced by many magnificant white 
stinkwood trees. Resting among these 
trees, the structure soars parabolically 
upwards to scoop in the sunshine, flits 
subtly amongst the leafy shades of nature 
with the delicacy of a steel spider’s web 

filled with glass and acrylic, so that the 
boundaries of inside and outside fade in 
the experience of the whole.’

The Corten steel ribbed roof sheets 
were shaped into a sweeping curve by 
snipping the ribs at the required intervals 
(photo 1). on plan, the curved roof shape 
is rectangular, leaving parts of the organic-
shaped plan to fall outside the curved roof 
line. These parts were covered with flat 
roofs of concrete, glass or acrylic.

As can be expected when a rectangle 
meets an irregular shape, improvisation is 
necessary, leading to surprising solutions. 
Where space between trusses was glazed, 
supports for glass would often lie in 
different directions – for example, the top 

of window or door frames and purlins – 
the result being a warped plane, infilled 
with flexible acrylic (photo 2).

Ceilings are either bamboo (photo 3, 
external) or wood board (photo 4, internal), 
spanning over the steel trusses. To make 
space for the ceiling elements between 
truss and roof sheet, the steel purlins were 
lifted on spacers.

Walls are of beton brut, cast in shutter-
ing of well-weathered sleepers. Most of 
the construction work was done by the 
original owner. 

enD noTes
1 This same issue contains Le Corbusier’s 
rousing message to south African architects in 
1936 to ‘love what is sensitive, creative, varied’.

2

Floor Plan

1

3 4
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13A Second Life form

By Nic coetzer

In September I was privileged enough 
to walk through a cloud of steel. As small 
as this little cloud was, it was made up 
of over 26 000 pieces of 400mm-long, 
20mm-diameter tubular sections cut from 
an added-up length of 13km. these little 
bits of sticks were assembled as a self-
supporting lattice – a computer-modelling 
feat – and weighed some 8 tons. And yet, all 
told, it was lighter than air. It shimmered in 
the sunshine. It made the outside inside and 
the inside outside in a seamless integration 
of nature and man-machine. 

In this cloud you can sit and have a cup 
of coffee. but if it rains you get wet, which 
I suppose makes sense because you are 
in a cloud. Halfway between building and 
sculpture, this latest Serpentine pavilion by 
Sou Fujimoto really does nothing to shield 
you from the mercurial London elements.

What an indulgent and colossal waste of 
money and steel, you might say. And you 
would probably be right. Although I would 
then chase you up the 1 655 steps to the top 
of the eiffel tower with a pointy stick to 
push the point. Wasn’t that also just a hunk 
of junk, a heap of iron, with no real function 
except a bit of a top to ogle paris from and 
catch a meal halfway down? And at 7 000 
tons or so, it certainly is nearly a thousand 
times heftier than this cloud – although it 
had two-thirds of the number of parts and 
managed to be 50 times taller.  

You might have noticed that I have been 
deliberately dropping a few calculated facts 

about these two ‘buildings’. It’s easily done. 
but who can calculate the true value of 
the eiffel tower or Fujimoto’s Serpentine 
pavilion? Whatever your measure, whether 
it be economic utilitarianism shored up 
through tourism or the impact that these 
structures might have on the discourse and 
enterprise of architecture itself, it seems 
impossible to quantify these aspects of 
their ‘usefulness’. For me, the Serpentine 
pavilion’s uselessness is its usefulness – it 
gives architects the chance for unfettered 
creativity to make strange things, and 
thereby tilt our complacent conceptions 
of the limits of architecture. As privileged 
‘useless’ outliers, as deliberately constituted 
once-off events meant to challenge the 
limits of design and ideas, these objects 
need to be engaged with on terms more 
generous than a knee-jerk reaction against 
‘waste’. they need to be indulged. 

If the charge of ‘waste’ persists, then a last 
line of defence can be mounted through the 
eiffel tower and Serpentine pavilion being 
imminently recyclable. Like the Serpentine 
pavilion, the eiffel tower was meant to 
be a temporary structure – it had a 20-year 
permit – and was indeed designed to be 
easily disassembled for this exact reason. 
rather than recycled, what would happen 
if they were disassembled and reassembled 
in a second life form that was far more 
radical – maybe done through the gyrating 
eccentricity of a Jean tinguley? In the spirit 
of a bionicle or a transformer? the phrase 

‘adaptive re-use’ doesn’t quite capture it.
In recent years, South Africa has had its 

own versions of Serpentine pavilions: Sa-
rah Calburn and Dustin tusnovics’ pavilion 
at AZA2010, Andre rademeyer’s Climate 
Smart Cape town pavilion at COp17 and 
enrico Daffonchio et al’s UntAmeD pa-
vilion at the Kirstenbosch national botanical 
Garden. these all had didactic intentions – 
creating awareness about social need, nature, 
climate change and the role of architecture in 
this. rather than being strangely useless like 
the Serpentine pavilion, South African pa-
vilions are those with a conscience that carry  
a moral message as their primary function.

In my mind, South Africa is desperate 
for a recurring annual pavilion like the 
Serpentine. And if you excuse the further 
presumption (and in line with the spirit 
of empowerment), I would make it  
a competition open only to small firms or 
those who might be called young architects. 
but more importantly, it would be a pavilion 
where, following marshall mcLuhan, the 
medium is the message. Where in its first 
life it is a thing of extraordinary beauty 
and engagement (as a thing), but that is 
disassembled and reassembled in a new 
place, in a second life form. Somewhere 
where design and usefulness is really 
needed. Such a pavilion would not only 
be didactic but also, in a way, autodidactic. 
playful and serious. Wasteful and useful. 

A cloud, and then again, more than 
just a cloud. 

Sou Fujimoto’s 2013 Serpentine Pavilion, London. 
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13Honouring gus gerneke  
as Writer
By RogeR C FisheR

Gus has written almost ex-
clusively in english. hardly a matter  
of choice, i suspect, but a stricture of 
circumstance, something to be endured. 
But having chosen to use english as me-
dium, his use of the language is choice.

i quote, by way of example, a telling 
sentence from his essay From Brazil 
to Pretoria in The Architecture of the 
Transvaal’ (1998): ‘the modern clique 
had their claque.’ that is as economical 
a sentence as one can construct with  
a depth of meaning.

Firstly, note his use of the word ‘mod-
ern’, not ‘modernist’ – the latter is, for 
Gus, meant as a snide dismissal of an at-
tempt at being modern.

then, how often in the english lan-
guage have you encountered that word 
‘claque’? having barely established the 
authenticity of the Moderns by being 
particular about their name, he introduc-
es a dismissive word, ‘claque’, a hired, or 
in this sense kowtowing, clique, implying 
acolytes.

Of course, for those of you who 
know Gus, his choice of both words 
are for those that have migrated into 
the english language from French, 
and oddly both have their origins in 
the making of sound, ‘clique’, to make  
a noise, and ‘claque’ to clap.

Perhaps it should not surprise us 
that Gus looks to words that find their 
meaning in the metaphorical world of 
sound, for i am told that he was a gifted 
musician, both as violinist and pianist, 
and distracted himself from architec-
tural studies by frequently switching 
back to music, hence postponing his 
graduation in architecture by some  
20 years, a record for the Pretoria school 
of architecture that still stands! (anec-
dotally, i should add that he has told me 
that in the world of classical music,  there 
are only two operas, Mozart’s Die Zau-
berflöte and richard strauss’s Der Rosen-
kavelier.)

when writing, Gus claims one cannot 
but start elsewhere than in Mesopotamia. 
in his essays The Return to Earth 
(published in parts in SA Architect in the 
1990s) he does just that, and unearths 
many salient and anecdotal facts. some 
pertinent, many, as is his wont, irrelevant 
if not irreverent!

My suspicion is that Gus’s love of 
mud harks back to his days as a child 
of the western transvaal (now the 
north west), with its heat and dust. he 
relates how, in his day, they had to grow 
vegetable gardens and that there were 
prizes at the local agricultural shows for 
school children with the largest display 
of cabbages, pumpkins, beans and the 
like. sustainability, he says, was not 
fashionable, but an imperative.

a third theme in Gus’s writing is the 
preoccupation with creativity and the 
creative endeavour. i suppose that as  
a teacher, this is inevitable. i know how 
it struck me, that in order to teach in the 
design studio, you had to get into the 
head of the designer you were engaging 
with, and that each was different. Gus’s 
particular genius was for finding and di-
recting the spark of genius in those he 
taught. his essay Reculer pour Mieux 
Sauter is a musing on what this might be.

the phrase, which means to retreat in 
order to leap forward, gained currency in 
english from the writings on creativity 
by arthur Koestler in his book The Act 

of Creation. Gus wrote then like the 
mathematician henri Poincaré that: ‘in-
vention requires incubation, preceded by 
a preparation of hard, conscious and sys-
tematic work. after long periods where 
no … work was done, illumination came 
suddenly and unexpectedly, but with im-
mediate certainty. then followed a peri-
od of verification, demanding discipline, 
diligence, will and thus consciousness.’

Copy, model, imitation, fake
another of Gus’s fixations, and  
a theme on which he has written, 
is the idea of the simulacra. was it  
a copy, model, imitation or fake? i re-
call him debating endlessly in the stu-
dio whether the Kya rosa, the orginal 
late-Victorian home of the Jewish jour-
nalist Leo weinthal, where the uni-
versity of Pretoria had its origins, relo-
cated in parts to the central campus in 
the 1980s, was a fake or a copy. it could 
not be an anastylosis – for the sense of 
this, we needed to raid obscure diction-
aries to elicit meaning, since only dry 
assembled architecture disassembled 
and reassembled could aspire to be an 
anastylosis. so what was the reconstruct-
ed Barcelona Pavilion? it could not be  
a copy since the only record was black-
and-white photographs, so how could we 
trust the matched pair of flamed marble 
panels? was it a model? was it a fake?

Jots and tittles
Gus is enamoured of proper punctuation. 
From him i learnt the sanctity of the em 
dash. not for him a mere hyphen. But 
God help the editor who got it wrong. 
not for him eat, shoots and leaves. no! 
he will fulminate, spew invectives and 
then – alas, alack, poor editor – write  
a letter. this is the unpublished oeuvre 
of Gus’s writing and what i would give to 
have a collection of these. the em dash 
became an idée fixe and a cause célèbre 
(you see Gus, after all these years i’ve 
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learnt some French). And the wrath would 
only subside after Gus had once more been 
persuaded to again write and had another 
set of typographical errors to fight. So if 
you wonder why there is so little of Gus 
in print, blame the editors; if not, then the 
typographers.

Style
For Gus, tautology is anathema, verbos-
ity vulgar, unrelated participles and split 
infinitives uncultured, imprecision im-

pertinent and bad punctuation unedu-
cated. A good colleague of mine once 
said that whenever preparing a lecture, 
he had a single student in mind, which 
brought life to the task and turned it into 
a labour of love. I must admit that when  
I write, it is as if to be read by Gus.

So I mind my p’s and q’s, worry about 
the jots and tittles, hunt down the 
dangling participles and reunite the split 
infinitives. For I know that is what he 
would do.

Roger C Fisher is emeritus professor in the 
Department of Architecture at the Univer-
sity of Pretoria.

This talk was given on the recent Gus Day, 
a celebration organised by Gus Gerneke’s 
former students and attended by many from 
around the country to celebrate his decades as  
a wonderful teacher.  

In the next issue of Architecture SA there 
will be an essay by Gus Gerneke on the 
architecture of Oscar Niemeyer.

The PrITzker PrIze is the re-
nowned annual award given to a living ar-
chitect by an independent panel. regarded 
as the ‘Nobel Prize’ of architecture, it is a 
relatively young award, established in 1979 
by the Pritzker family of Chicago through 
the hyatt Foundation. There have been 
a mere 37 laureates (as well as a few dual 
awards). Over three decades, there has been 
a self-conscious and deliberate demarcation 
of contemporary architecture through the 
award and the official website informs and 
promotes its outcomes. This, however, is a 
volume that presents a long-term view of 
the endeavour of selection and recognition. 
It gives architecture an articulate and reso-
nant voice. 

The book is a compendium, almost an 
anthology, of the work and thoughts of 
the best of modern architects. Stunning 
photographs are given interpretative 
depth through their own reflection. The 
texts have been extracted from previously 
published interviews, essays and articles. 
A brief biography and photograph of the 
architects is followed by a précis of their 
points of reference, dreams, influences and 
inspirations.

Architect: the Work of the 
Pritzker Prize lAureAteS in 
their oWn WordS
EDITOR: Ruth A PeltAson
PUBLISHER: BlAck Dog AnD leventhAl PuBlisheRs
YEAR: 2010
REVIEWER: kA MunRo

The focus is on what the architects, rather 
than the critics, have to say about their work in 
general and about specific projects, including 
numerous ‘sound-bite’ quotes. Comments 
are often contemporary with their formative 
works. excellent colour photographs, many 
of them aerial views, give rich and unusual 
perspectives of iconic buildings. The 
arrangement is chronological, but in reverse 
order, from the 2010 award to kazuyo Sejima 
and ryue Nishizawa of Japan to the first 
award in 1979 to Philip Johnson of New 
York. europe, North America, China, Japan 
and Brazil are the locations of so much of this 
recognised architecture. Africa, unfortunately, 
does not feature at all.

Many of the laureates have died since the 
award and hence their specific contributions 
are a legacy showing their influence on late 
20th-century architecture. Very few of the 
winners have been women – zaha hadid 
(2004) and kazuyo Sejima (2010) stand 
out as exceptions. The award in 1991 to 
robert Venturi missed recognising his 
life-long partnership with Denise Scott 
Brown (of South African origin and a Wits 
University graduate). Currently, there is an 
online petition being circulated to right this 

omission and recognise Denise as an equal 
partner and innovator. There is clearly a 
shift in conceptualising the prize, with a 
less conservative jury coming round to 
acknowledging women and partnerships. 

Collectively, quality architecture has 
a universal appeal and rises beyond the 
bounds of nationalism. These architects 
have transformed imagination into endur-
ing built reality. They have worked with 
confident clients of many types – corpo-
rates, the public sector, universities, mu-
seums, galleries, temples and churches, 
among others. even domestic architecture 
has been recognised.  Finding a favourite 
architect or project is made more difficult 
by the inclusion of hundreds of impressive 
edifices. The choice is wide – from Utzon’s 
Sydney Opera house to Bunshaft’s Bei-
necke rare Book and Manuscript Library 
at Yale University.   

This is a sizeable tome and if used 
by an aspiring architect as a travel guide 
through recent architecture, is a reminder 
that education is about exploring many 
cultures, drawing on diverse influences 
and, at the same time, identifying one’s 
roots to be original and an innovator.

 B O O K  R E V I E W  
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